**2023-2024 STUDENT COMMUTER PARKING MAP**

**OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT PERMIT**

- **MAVERICK GARAGE PREFERRED** $1,304 | $554 | $223
- **STUDENT UPGRADE - RESERVED LOT 49** $513 | $314 | $168
- **STUDENT GENERAL** $234 | $145 | $90
- **REDUCED RATE** $179 | $110 | $70
- **REMOTE PARK & RIDE** $117 | $72 | $46

View the MavPark dynamic map for your permit type: go.uta.edu/park

LOT WC will close for construction of the new residence hall on 1/1/2024. Resident West parking will remain in MR, AO, and UV.

Additional less common permits also available for purchase.